THE TOURNAMENT WITHIN THE TOURNAMENT

This sponsorship enters that team into either the “Miner Challenge” or the “Supplier Challenge” which is the Tournament within the Tournament.

The Miners Trophy that goes to the winning team of a particular Mining companies sponsored team. For Example Decker Coal sponsors a team, as do other mines. The winning Mining team wins and holds bragging rights and the traveling trophy for the next year. The next year the trophy transfers to the new winning mine. Each year’s winner is engraved on the trophy. It is the same for the Mining supply companies as well that choose to sponsor. We use the team scores from the golf tournament to determine the winners of the Challenges. There is not more golf needed.

2022 TOURNAMENT CHALLENGE

THE TOURNAMENT WITHIN THE TOURNAMENT

Friday, July 29th | Bell Nob Golf Course | Gillette, WY

WWW.FRIENDSOFCOALWEST.ORG

ONLY $100 PER TEAM TO ENTER
choose team registration option that includes the cup challenge